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P.A. Д Н Ш Ш А Н
MODUL-INDEPENDEHT REQUIREMENTS TO
THE SOURCE OP POSITRONS IN THE GALACTIC CENTRE

The main requirements, following from the observational
data in a wide range of electromagnetic waves, to positron
source in the Galactic Centre are formulated. The most probable mechanism providing an efficiency of positron production
of 10% is the pair production at photon-photon collisions.
This mechanism can be realized

a) in a thermal pair-dominated

mildly relativistic plasma and

b) at the development of a

nonthermal electromagnetic cascade initiated by relativistic
particles in the field of X-rays. The future gaama-astronomic11
al observations in the region of E« > 10 eV can be crucial
in the choice of the model.
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Ф.А.АГАРОНЯН
ШДШНСМ1ЕЗАВИСИМЫЕ ТРЕБОВАНИЯ К ИСТОЧНИКУ
ПОЗИТРОНОВ В ЦЕНТРЕ ГАЛАКТИКИ
формулированы основные требования к источнику позитронов,
ответственных за обнаруженную в направлении галактического
центра ашшгиляционную линию. Показано» что наиболее вероятным
механизмом, способным обеспечить КПД образования позитронов
"-~10£, является роадение пар при фотон-фотонных столкновениях.
Этот механизм может быть реализован в двух случаях: а) в тепловой слаборелятивистской плазме, домжнированной е + -е~ парами
и б) при развитии нетеплового каскада электронно-фотонных ливней, инициируемых релятивистскими частицами в поле рентгеновского излучения. Будущие наблюдения гамма-квантов сверхвысоких энергий (Ey^IO 1 1 эВ) могут оказаться решающими для внбора между этими моделями.
Ереванский физически! институт
Ереван I9&6
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1. Introduc t ion
The presence of a compact nonthermal radio source in the
Galactic Centre (GC) as well as peculiar motion of gas clouds
within the inner 1 pc region

undoubtedly testify

the acti-

rity of the Galactic nucleus. Is the observed activity of GC
associated with the nonthermal radio source, and if it is, then
Is the latter a weak analogue of AGNs and QSOs ? The available
observational data unfortunately do not unambiguously answer
these questions touching the fundamental problems on the nature
and evolution of galactic nuclei. Investigation of GC in a wide
range of electromagnetic waves, including X- and gararaa-rays,
may be crucial for the development of a self-consistent theory
on activity of galaxies. Gamma-ray observations, in particular
the discovery of Ev»511 keV annihilation line from GC.have
already significantly contributed to revealing of unusual
properties of GC. 'She first reliable evidence for an emission
feature at 0.5MeV in the radiation spectrum, observed from the
direction of GC has been obtained by means of baloon-borne Ge
detectors in November

1977 [1]* The exact measurement of a

narrow emission line energy of

510.7 + 0.5keV makes one sure

that it has an annihilation origin. Observations on HEA.0-3
confirmed the existence of narrow annihilation line (FV/HM <

<2.5keV) and also showed a strong variability of the line
intensity £2j. The threefold change of intensity during six
months (from
1979 to

ф

ф =(1.85+0.2)* 10" •* photons/cm

sec in Autumn

= (0.65+0.27)'Ю" 3 photons/cm2 sec

in Spring

1980) indicates that the annihilation radiation is produced in
the GC region of size less than 0.1 pc.
In this paper model-independent requirements to the positron source in GC are formulated, and a critical analysis of
the current models of the compact source in GC is made.
Since the source of positrons and their annihilation region
may not generally coincide, we shall begin with the limitation
of parameters characterizing the annihilation line production
region.

2. The Annihilation Line Production Region
It follows from the small width ( ^ 2.5keV) of the observed
annihilation line that if the annihilation takes place in a
gas, the latter f s temperature must be less than 5*10%, and
the degree of ionization n e /n. H >0.1 [3]. At such conditions
the main portion of particles annihilates after the formation
of a bound state of positronium and, consequently, a

3^ -

- continuum should be observed together with the annihilation
line. In Ref. [1], on the basis of the observed excess at
energies less than 511keV, a conclusion has been made that
about 90% of annihilations take place via positronium. This
ratio of positronium annihilation to the direct annihilation leads to the yield of 511keV photons per annihilation act К = 0.65.

Howeyer, НИАО-3 observations show, that no.more than 40$ of
positrons annihilate via ^Ps [4], i.e.

К > 1.2 .Annihilation

via an intermediate state of positronium can be suppressed in
a dense medium ( П н ^ 10?^ cm~^> [5]». and also in a low-density medium at the presence of an intense ionizing UV-radiation
[6j. Annihilation on-dust takes place through intermediate
state of positronium. However, in this case

2 у -decays dominate,

since most of positronium atoms before the annihilation via
"4?s pass into parapositrqnium state
case of direct annihilation,

Ps. Hence, as in the

К ~ 2. Taking this into account,

Zurek [7j discussed the possibility

that the H&A.0-3 observa-

tions can be explained by positron annihilation on the interstellar dust grains. The question
К

if the different values of

obtained in different observations are due to experimental

.errors or reflect the changes in conditions in the annihilation
region, is-very important for the future investigations. At
с

present
(

the ambiguity of the value of- К • by a factor of

К =0.5 if all positrons annihilate via Ps and

4

К -2 if all

positrons annihilate directly) leads to the same ambiguity in
the positron annihilation rate:
г

where

н

1

,

d<*10 kpc is the distance to GC, and
2

я 10"-' photons/cm sec
estimating

|V|

(i)
ф (511keV) =

is the mean line intensity. When

we assume that the radiation of the source

is an isotropic one which directly follows from the unshifted
value of the energy of the observed annihilation line. Note,
that at a quasistationary mode of positron injection into

production region of the annihilation line,

N+

corresponds

to the injection rate. At interactions with the environment
electrons the protons annihilate both, before and after therraalization. The annihilation of therraalized positrons leads
to the formation of the 511keV line, and possibly, to the
3

-continuum radiation, whereas the annihilation of nonther-

malized positrons in flight leads to continuous spectrum in
the range of
mass, E Q

mc/2<i3»< JSQ + me

( rn

is the electron rest

is the total energy of the annihilated positron)

with two maxima located symmetrically relative to the point of
the spectrum minimum

iSv =(3 Q + me )/2 [8]. This allows to

connect the flux in

У-continuum with the annihilation line

intensity [9]

where f(>Ey)sI e (E o >E^) / /l o (E e » ГПСг)

is the share of

positrons injected into the annihilation region with energies
E > Ky ; С.

and

C,

are coefficients characterizing the

ionization and bremsstrahlung losses(for neutral hydrogen
( C ± * 20.2 + 31n (3/mc2);

C b = 0.13).

Continuous gamma-ray emission from the direction of GC
in the range

5 • 20 MeV has been investigated in baloon-borne

experiments [10] , and above

100 LleV - by COS В satellite

[11]. Since the angular resolution of the detectors being
used is not high ( A*Y < 2°), one can judge about only the
upper limit of the intensity of photons irradiated from the
central region of GC of the size < 0.1 pc:
ф

(~20MeV) = 3 10" 7 , and

ф ( ~ 5MeV)at1O~6,

ф (~ lOOMeV) ci10~8 (photons/cm2

sec MeV). Using these fluxes
the share of positrons

one may find the upper limit of

/ ( E > E Q ) , injected into the annihila-

tion region with energies greater than В :

3 > EQ)
о'

0.02K

B Q = 100 KieV

0.07K

3 O = 20 MeV

0.1 К

E Q = 5 MeV

(3)
.

So, it follows from the comparison of the observed photon
fluxes of the annihilation line and

У-ray continuum

that

the main portion of positrons ( > 90>«) injected into the annihilation line formation region

must have energy of E ;6 5MeV.

It should be pointed out that the obtained constraint (3) is
independent of the medium density and depends only on the mode
of annihilation of thermalized positrons. Restriction to the
density of the annihilation region can be obtained from the
observed variability

At

s6 10^ sec [2j:

max(t fl , t t b )« At >

(4)

where tfi and tt(, are annihilation and thermalization times.
Since in the eaergy range of E<£10 me

ionization losses domi-

late, the thermalization time would be equal to

The mean annihilation time for thermalized positrons is
Щ

-1

t*- (Stfi, СП.) Q -10

О П

•

where the factor
range

Q

9 - 1

зьс

(6)

in the most probable gas temperature

Т ~ ю 4 + 10^K varies between 10"^ and 10"^ f3,6j.

Comparison of Eqs. (5) and (6) shows that at any reasonable
values of Q

and

E

the thermalization time exceeds the
7

annihilation time and, Consequently, the Eq.(4) can be rewritten as:

•
-

5 Е о

3

-,,а~

(7)

So, even in the case with positrons penetrating into the annihilation region with nonrelativistic
i
velocities (E o - me « iric ),
the density must be

rt>

2-1CK

. Iie.t us estimate now the positron number density in the anniailation region. In case of quasistaixonary (in the timescale
of "fca ) mode of injection of poaitrons

where

R

is the characteristic 3ize of the annihilation re-

gion. The obvious condition

П

+

« П

^otherwise nonthermul

positrons would heat the annihilation region up to temperatures
contradictory to the observed small width of the annihilation
line) imposes a very strong restriction to the size of the
annihilation region:

•
Щ

3. i'he Source of Positrons
Shere are various nuclear and electromagnetic processes of

Щ:

positron production in astrophysical objects. There is no

ia^

shortage in theoretical models for sources of positron produc-

&

tion too. Hov/ever, the observational data allow one to unambi-

Й

euously exclude most of the proposed model3 for GG. By Lingen-

';•:

8

felter and Ramaty [12], in particular, strong arguments have
been brought against the model based on the production of positrons due to interactions of cosmic rays with the ambient gas
(via decays of secondary JT-mesons or radioactive nuclei) as
well as against the model of positron production in explosive
nucleosynthesis. It should be noted, that these arguments, based
on the COS В

and

HEAO-1 data, are valid for the case of quasi-

continuous production of positrons. If the burst accompanied
by production of ЛГ- mesons or radioactive nuclei took place
in the past, then contradictions with the observations are
removed in .the high energy region. However, positron production as a result of single burst

appears to be impossible*

since we could have expected a monotonically decreasing dependence of the annihilation line intensity on time ( ф(0.511кеУ)©£
o£.exp(-t/tfl) ) , where

tfl

is the annihilation time). But,

such a dependence is never observed. The comparison of 1970 - 1980 data shows that the intensity of

511keV line does not

decrease monotonically, but varies around the value
photons/cm
line

*** Ю"*-3

sec. This allows one to claim that the annihilation

originates at quasicontinuous mode of positron injection

into the annihilation region with time scale
tfl

A t ^ tfl

, where

is determined by the Eq.(6). Taking into account that

the medium density

n$

2*10^cm~^, one obtains that At 4iO*sec.

The given restriction excludes the possibility of positron
production due to supernova explosions.
Does the quasicontinuous production of positrons take place
directly in the annihilation region or do the positrons enter
that region from outside? The only model based on the first

assumption has been proposed by Kardashev et al. [13]» Accord!

.ng to this model

electron-positron pairs are produced due to

rradiation of gaseous cloud-target by a directed beam of
gamma-rays. Despite its seeming simplicity, this hypothesis
includes a number of severe requirements both to gamma-ray
source ('gamma-gun"- a supermassive rotating black hole) and to
the cloud-target: almost a monoenergetic (Ey ~ 100MeV) gamma-ray beam of diameter

d > 10 ^ cm, a prolonged target with

an amount of matter along the beam

~ 20-30 gram/cm , etc.

To avoid a contradiction with the observed flux of gamma-rays
at Ey ~ 10MeV, it is assumed in this model that e+e~ pairs,
produced by the interaction of gamma-ray beam with the cloud,
are not deflected by chaotic magnetic field and penetrate in
the initial beam direction due to "self-focusing" effect. In
In Ref..[13], unfortunately, no estimations have been presented
to show the possibility of such crucial assumption. Besides,
due to small efficiency of positron production, it is automatically admitted in this model (as well as in any other one suggesting interactions of gamma-rays and/or electrons with matterV
that the compact source in GO must be responsible for ionization of the clouds by a radiation with luminosity

^10 erg/sec.

lowever, the ionizing radiation most probably is associated
with the intensive process of star formation within 1 pc of GC

[14].
Prom the known physical processes of positron production
;he most efficient seems to be the Ce+e~) pair creation at
photon-photon collisions [12]. When certain conditions are
satisfied, the effeciency of positron production in the source

10

can reach the value

^£.10%, which is comparable with the ob-

served ratio of the annihilation line luminosity to the continuum one at Eu > 511keV. Such a situation can be realized
when: a) gamma-rays of comparable energies E ^ ~ Е у г ~ т с
collide, and b) high-energy photons (Ey1 $> me ) collide with
the field low-energy photons ( Е у г « т с ). The first case corresprnds to mildly relativistic plasma and the second one to nonthermal cascade processes initiated by relativistic
particles in a nonrelativistic thermal plasma.

i). Production and Escape of Positrons in
Thermal Plasma
I t follows from the observed break in the gamma-ray spectrum a t Ey> 21IeV and from the r a t i o

LQ e ^ / L y

(>0.511)>

> 0.05, that the plasma temperature can not essentially
exceed кТе~тс . It has been suggested by Lingenfelter and
Ramaty [12j that positrons are produced at
in an optically thin plasma ( £"T 4
Гч

* ш ° • I1;

KTe

i s

еав

У

t o

jf - ^

collisions

1.) with temperature

show that this hypothesis is

internally inconsistent. Really, the rate of positron production at

у-У

collisions in a plasma cloud of radius R

N + = yttR^nJt),, ,
<

л

where ду$ '6уЬ/5

; Ну

is

do)

is the number density of gamma-rays
о

>f energy greater than me :

11

there fL^UyGf/Rmc i s the dimensionless luminosity, and
X,-=Пе6т*Я

is the Thomson scattering optical depth. In an

jptically thin plasma [15]
2

'

2

112)

6 e a кТе/mc .
Substituting Eq.(11) and Eq.(12) into Eq.(iO) one finds

Using Eq.(i) one obtains

R > A * f o V / F г(ве) trT*

cm .

(14)

(the equality sign corresponds to the case with 100 % escape
of positrons from the source);
The observed X- and
ceed

~ 3 Л0

J"-ray luminosities of GC do not ex-

erg/sec. Hence, one obtaines a restriction to

the dimension of the cloud of optically thin plasma
^

1

c m

The inequalities (14) and (15) are simultaneously satisfied at

Г т

s^F^ie,)^1.

(16)

At 6 e ~ 1 the function Р(ве)~0.2 , hence, even at к =2 the
optical depth ZTT is noticeably more than unity and is in evident contradiction with the former assumption of its being
small (fT « 1), At 6e 5> 1

and £> > 1 the plasma can be pair-

iorainated, i.e. z"ng/n » 1

[15,16] . The luminosity of pair-

dominated plasma essentially exceeds the bremastrahlung luninosity. In this state the ratio of photon and pair densities approximately is

12

Ny
hie

П
where

Ny

and

(17)

a

the photon and pair escape rates,

Ne

Cl is the ratio of the pair escape timescale to the light
travel time across the sourcer
The annihilation and escape times are determined as:
R

esc

(18)

_R_

16
*Л =

С

where 9 л (ве ~1) ~0.3

-

the condition when

e + e~

(19)

. Comparing these times

one.finds

pair escape dominates over the

annihilation
*

16

Generally the parameter

1

a

.
« Ю (fT > \)

(20)

depends on many factors, e.g. on

the character of magnetic inhomogenieties. Assuming

that the

positron source in GC has a thermal origin, one can estimate
the possible value of

CL

based on the observational data.

When in the pair-dominated plasma the pair escape
over the annihilation,

1у/Пе~о

dominates

[16J. Hence,

(21)
Substituting here the observed luminosities
phot./sec

Ny (> mo ) ~1O 4 4

and N + ~1O 43 K~1 pos./sec, we obtain a~3(tr T к/'г .

• It should be noted that the luminosity of a mildly relativistic pair-dominated plasma is proportional to R (since Z —
E(R)~const~ 10 [15]), therefore

:2г8 1 8ст

(22)

'° .

At present only one model of a compact quasicontinuous
source is discussed which permits,the formation of a mildly
relstivistic thermal plasma. Th'at is an ac ere ting-black-hole
model. In the gravitational field of black hole electrons become
relativstic ones only due to energy exchange between electrons
11
12
and protons, the temperature of which can reach
in the main

10

- 10

К

zone of energy release {R 4 10 Rg ), The energy

exchange rate between protons and electrons due to elastic
Coulomb interactions is [17]S

- T
where

б т С

"Hp"

КТ

Р

з/г

0е

ЛерПвПр ,

(23)

Лер ^ 2 0 i s the Coulomb logarithm;

The equilibrium temperature of electrons is determined from
A

the thermal balance

L v= Qep ' 3 Я Р

3

:

рГтер-^|- i

(24)

where

Taking into account, that in the main zone of energy release
(R £ 10 Rg )

6p £ 0.05i and taking the characteristic values

6~10 and tT~2 [15] for pair dominated plasma, one obtains the
needed value for optical depth

C T = Х>ц ~ 0.4» The obtained

qualitative estimations show that the ••sumption
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of production

Df positrons responsible for the annihilation radiation of. GC
in the thermal mildly relativistic plasma do not contradict
to the observed values of integral characteristics.

ii) Positron Production at Development of
Relativistic Electromagnetic Cascade
Initiated by Honthermal Particles

Effective production of positrons is possible at development of an electromagnetic cascade initiated by relativistic
electrons and/or gamma-rays in the field of X-rays.
It is hard to approximate the X-ray emission from GC by
any single law

because of high variability of radiation in

the hard X-ray range ( > 50 keV), indefiniteness of the coefficient of photon absorption in the region of

^ 10 keV, and

also of the contribution of other sources situated in the central region of the Galaxy. Taking these ambiguities into account
one can approximate the observed data by the power law with the
index varying in the range of

cdx ~ 1 — 2.

. The spectrum

can be explained to be both, a synchrotron self-Compton mechanism and a comptonization of low-frequency radiation in a thermal plasma with

к Т е ~ 25-30 and

ZT ~ 2-5.

The main parameter characterizing the development of linear
cascade in the field of X-rays
Ж

where

Rj
^

8

_

is

L,*

» 2GM/c 2 .ss 3«1O5(M/Mep
erg/sec

[18]
R

3

R

cm

'

(25)
and

L

E

d d g

are the gravitation radius and the
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Eddington luminosity of gravitation centre with mass M, respectively. Two conditions determine the value of
1) the break of spectrum at Ex

>

l

relation

2MeV

Жх

f o r

G C :

and 2) the observed

+

Ni./Ujf(>mc*)s5'ioV e /erg . Calculations show that

the values

3BX 5» 2•10"-' do satisfy these conditions. The

number of positrons produced at the cascade development is
~ 0.06

per

particles at

2 me

energy of the injected relativistic

86X »2 10" . Hence, one obtains the value of

the needed power of injection to provide the rate of positron
delivery into tlie region of annihilation:
erg/sec. Taking into account that at

W0"'3-10JO

авх-2*10~^

K~'

about 30%

of initial power is wasted on the luminosity of gamma-rays in
о

the region of £ Л ш с , the value of

Lv(? me ) к 2 '1OJ erg/sec.

explain the observed luminosity
However, values of

K > 1 are also possible if a considerable

number of positrons annihilate
Values of
8

R « 10 cm (at

К * 0.5 is needed to

aex >2«10~^

before escaping from the source.

correspond to the source dimentions

U x (1 • 100 keV) « 7-10 37 erg/sec). If the

source of energy is an accreting black hole, we get quite severe
estrictions to the mass of the black hole.
Really, as the main energy release of the accreting fluid
takes place in the internal zone with R £ 10Ro, then M £ 3 0 M Q .
The corresponding Eddington luminosity is

b&4d ~ 3*10™

erg/sec. '
Is the production of relativistic electrons of power
~3-10^

К "'

erg/sec, exceeding

Wo~

10% of the Eddington lumino-

sity, possible in the accreting plasma? Relativistic electrons,
positrons and gamma-rays can be created during decays of
16

ЗГ- mesons formed at inelastic collisions of thermal protons
in two-temperature accretion plasma. However, due to larger
relaxation time of the Maxv/ellian "tail" with respect to the
time зса1е of plasma falling onto black hole

[19], this mecha-

nism becomes effective at extremal temperatures of ions
~10

Т.~

K, possible only near an extremal Kerr black hole [20].

At lower temperatures the processes of excitation and destruction of nuclei make some contribution to the production of
positrons and gamma-rays with Jiy~1 MeV, however, the luminosity in nuclear gamma-lines and in positrons does not exceed the
1 0 - t h part of the X-ray luminosity [21]. £o, to explain the
rate of delivery of positrons and also the observed excess in
GC spectrum at Ey~1 MeV in the framework of the "cascade"
model, nppearently, a nonthermal source is needed. Though there
have been suggested a number of machanisms of particles acceleration near black holes, unfortunately, their efficiency can
not be quantitatively evaluated

[22] .

The ga*nma-ray emission

formed at the development of electromagnetic cascade has u
"standard" form with a maximum near

3 * ~1МеУ weakly depending

on the initial spectrum of accelerated particles. This ia the
reason why it is impossible to unambiguously choose between a
thermal or nontherraal

model from the spectrum of the observed

gamma-rays. However, it is true for gamma-rays of moderate
energies. Indeed, due to decreasing dependence of photoproduction cross section on the parameter

b = Ev E x /m c^

the

compact 2-ray source, being thick for low-energy gamma-rays, ic
transparent for high-energy ones. Taking into account that at
b » 1

the photoproduction cross section is approximately

17

ciуб т С6п2б~13/6 i one obtains that the source is
transparent (at R 4 10 cm) for photons with

Ev ^ 10

eV.

This radiation can be detected by modern detectors if the acceleration of particles with 3 > 1 0 1 1 eV is ~ ю " erg/sec, i.e.
approximately 0.1;* against the total nonthermal power of the
source.

4. Conclusions
l!he observed variable annihilation radiation from GC indicates that there is a compact quasicontinuous source of positrons there.
Though the photons in the annihilation line contain no information on initial spectrum of the injected positrons, nevertheless, it follows from the comparison of fluxes in the 511keV
line and in

y»- continuum that the positrons leaving the source

enter the region of annihilation with their typical energy being
E + •£ 5 MeV. This condition and also the observed relation
N+/Lv(>T)C )>0.05 positron/mc

considerably reduces the num-

ber of the proposed models requiring extremely effective mechanism of positron production as a result of

%~$

collisions.

This mechanism, providing positron production efficiency of
£. 10^, can be realized in two cases: a) in case of thermal
mildly relativistic pair-dominated plasma and b) at the development of a nonthermal cascade of electron-photon showers
initiated by relativiatic particles in the field of X-ray
radiation.
The future gamma-astronomical observations in the region of
JSy > 10

eV can be crucial in the choice of the model.
18
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